In an attempt to determine whether the relative contributions of magno-mediated and parvo-mediated inputs to the cortex are significantly altered in the transition from cone to rod vision, VEPs were recorded at different luminance levels (photopic to scotopic) for 2 Hz square-wave, isochromatic flicker. The VEP mass response appears capable of reflecting major parvo-mediated contributions even at luminance levels for which responses from individual cells in the parvocellular pathway are reported to be weak. Our findings suggest that parvo-mediated responses are the dominant source of high-contrast isochromatic flicker VEPs at all light levels.
Introduction
With an appropriate choice of stimulus parameters, visual evoked potentials (VEPs) will reflect some of the hallmarks of the magnocellular (MC), parvocellular (PC), and koniocellular (KC) pathways. Although there are numerous other ganglion cell types that project to the lateral geniculate nucleus (Dacey et al., 2005; Dacey, Peterson, Robinson, & Gamlin, 2003; Rodieck & Watanbe, 1993) , their potential for contributing to the VEP is unknown. The fact that they are much more sparse than the three above-mention cell types suggests that the relative contribution of any of these cell groups to the VEP is small. VEP correlates have been reported for pathway-characteristic features such as spectral luminous efficiency, V k , contrast gain control and particular spatio-temporal or spatio-chromatic tuning characteristics (Benedek, Krisztina Benedek, Kéri, Letoha, & Janáky, 2003; Fiorentini, Burr, & Morrone, 1991; Kulikowski, 1991; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1982; Rabin, Switkes, Crognale, Schneck, & Adams, 1994; Regan, 1970 Regan, , 1973 Regan & Lee, 1993; Tyler & Apkarian, 1985) . Others have demonstrated pathway-specific waveforms in the transient VEP response to the onset of achromatic versus chromatic gratings (Berninger, Arden, Hogg, & Frumkes, 1989; Kulikowski, Murray, & Russell, 1991; Rabin et al., 1994) or in different waveforms or kernels of the multifocal VEP (Baseler & Sutter, 1997; Gerth, Delahunt, Crognale, & Werner, 2003; Klistorner, Crewther, & Crewther, 1997) .
The pursuit of such correlations in the VEP is typically motivated by their potential diagnostic applications. Differential damage to visual pathways has been suggested for conditions such as optic neuritis and glaucoma (Dandona, Hendrickson, & Quigley, 1991; Pacheco-Cutillas & Edgar, 2002; Quigley, 1998) and for neurotoxic effects of acrylamide (Lynch, Eskin, & Merigan, 1989; Merigan & Eskin, 1986 ) while a developmental anomaly of the magnocellular pathway has been proposed as a factor underlying some forms of dyslexia (Livingstone, Rosen, Drislane, & Galaburda, 1991; Stein & Walsh, 1997; Vidyasagar, Kulikowski, Robson, & Dreher, 1998) . A possible MC-pathway deficit is typically assessed by psychophysical tests, but an alternative test might be required for non-verbal or pre-verbal subjects. Ideally, such a test would make few assumptions regarding visual function. To this end, we attempted to identify the signatures of magnocellular and parvocellular pathways in VEPs for a flickering uniform achromatic disk. When applying luminance modulation of a large, unpatterned field, concerns about the possible effects of refraction, precision in fixation, visual acuity, color vision, etc., are rendered irrelevant. For clinical or screening purposes, a quick test might, for example, be achieved using stimuli for which the signatures of magno and parvo pathways are identifiable in the same recording as separate, distinct waveforms based on characteristic differences in response latencies. In the LGN, this difference has been found to be in the order of 15 ms (Maunsell et al., 1999) . Upon reaching the cortex, the slower conduction speed of the parvocellular pathway will have added approximately 5 ms to this difference. Although cortical transformations might potentially alter the relative timing of parvo and magnomediated signals, VEPs studies have typically found shorter latencies in responses to magno-favoring than to parvo-favoring stimuli (Crognale et al., 1993; McKeefry, 2001a McKeefry, , 2001b McKeefry, Russell, Murray, & Kulikowski, 1996; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1982) . When MC and PC contributions are identifiable in the same VEP waveform in response to achromatic contrast or combined luminance and chromatic contrast, magnomediated responses are usually found to have shorter latencies than parvo-mediated responses (Gouras, Mackay, Roy, & Yamamoto, 1993; Klistorner et al., 1997; Rudvin, Valberg, & Kilavik, 2000) .
Parvocellular and magnocellular achromatic contrast sensitivity
Compared to the opponent cells of the parvocellular pathway, cells of the magnocellular pathways are 5-10 times more sensitive to achromatic modulation at temporal frequencies higher than 2 Hz. However, the photopic M cell response tends to saturate at low contrasts, leveling off at intermediate contrasts while a P cell response is a more linear function of achromatic and chromatic contrast (Benardete, Kaplan, & Knight, 1992; Derrington & Lennie, 1984; Hicks, Lee, & Vidyasagar, 1983; Kaplan, Lee, & Shapley, 1990; Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Lee, Pokorny, Smith, & Kremers, 1994) .
Contrast-response (C-R) curves for VEPs to achromatic stimulation have been reported as having separate low-contrast and high-contrast branches, indicating dominance of distinct neural populations at low and high contrasts. This has been found for steady-state diffuse flicker (Regan & Beverley, 1973; Tyler & Apkarian, 1985) as well as for grating reversals (Nakayama & Mackeben, 1982; Norcia, Tyler, Hamer, & Wesemann, 1989) . In earlier work, we have reported that transient VEPs to photopic, square-wave achromatic luminance modulation of a uniform 3-deg disk can give rise to such a two-branched curve (Rudvin et al., 2000; Valberg & Rudvin, 1996 . A plot of VEP amplitude as a function of luminance contrast resulted in a multi-limbed curve, with an initial high-gain branch leveling off at about 5-10% Michelson contrast, followed by a second, steep high-contrast branch. The low-contrast branch was attributed to V1 inputs from rapidly saturating magnocellular signals while the higher-contrast branch was thought to reflect joint magno and parvo activities. In this interpretation, parvocellular input to the luminance flicker VEP dwarfs the magnocellular input at high-luminance contrasts. This is most readily explained by the outnumbering of MC-cells by PC-cells by a factor greater than eight in the central retina (Dacey, 1993; Perry, 1982) , and by a considerably higher factor in the geniculate representation of the fovea (Azzopardi, Jones, & Cowey, 1999) .
While magno and parvo contributions appeared to be reflected in the two-branches of the C-R curve in the response to our small-field flicker stimulus (Rudvin et al., 2000) , they could not be distinguished as separate waveform peaks at any contrast level. However, for recording series using a larger, 9-deg stimulus field, there was evidence of two peaks with different latencies, presumably reflecting two independently evolving waveforms, albeit with a considerable degree of temporal overlap. The earlier of the two waveforms dominated at low contrasts before it saturated and was dwarfed by the more delayed waveform.
Multiple rod pathways
For mammalian vision, it has been established that rod signals diverge, probably at the photoreceptor, to follow one of at least two separate pathways before converging at the cone-bipolar cell axon terminal. In the classical rod pathway of the mammalian retina, the rod signal is mediated by dedicated rod-bipolar cells through the AII amacrine cell network to ganglion cells by way of the cone-bipolar cells (Kolb & Famiglietti, 1974; Kolb & Nelson, 1983; Wässle, Grü nert, Chun, & Boycott, 1995) . This is believed to be the most sensitive pathway by virtue of massive convergence of rod input on the amacrine cells. An alternative route, mediated by gap junctions between rod spherules and cone pedicle protuberances, has been demonstrated in cat (Nelson, 1977) , rabbit (DeVries & Baylor, 1995) , and primate (Schneeweis & Schnapf, 1995 . A third route, in which rods make direct contact with OFF cone-bipolar cells, has been demonstrated in both mouse and cat (Fyk-Kolodziej, Qin, & Pourcho, 2003; Soucy, Wang, Nirenberg, Nathans, & Meister, 1998) . Given the similarity of the mammalian retinal structure across species, one might expect to find a similar connection in the primate retina (for reviews see Bloomfield & Dacheux, 2001; Wässle, 2004) . The classical rod-bipolar and the rod-cone pathways are usually taken to represent a slower vs. a faster signaling mode of rod modulation, as postulated by Conner and MacLeod (1976) based on perception of rapid rod modulation.
In humans, the most dramatic evidence pointing to more than one rod pathway is found psychophysically in the self-cancellation of rod-mediated sinusoidal flicker at a specific level of adaptation, presumably through optimally destructive interference between rod signals from separate pathways converging in antiphase (Sharpe, Stockman, & MacLeod, 1989) . A similar selfcancellation can be seen in the scotopic sinusoidal flicker ERG (Stockman, Sharpe, Rü ther, & Nordby, 1995; Stockman, Sharpe, Zrenner, & Nordby, 1991; Scholl, Langrova, Weber, Zrenner, & Apfelstedt-Sylla, 2001 ). This rod-rod cancellation is frequency-specific at 15 Hz, implying a temporal delay of about 33 ms between the two signals at the relevant adaptation level. The sharing of pathways for the cone signals and the two rod signals may, under specific conditions, also lead to destructive interference between rod signals and cone signals. Perceptual nulling of flicker in mesopic vision was described by MacLeod (1972) and by van den Berg and Spekreijse (1977) . Both studies found flicker cancellation at about 7.5 Hz, suggesting a cone-rod signal delay of about 75 ms. Frumkes, Sekuler, Barris, Reiss, and Chalupa (1973) found the temporal separation of the rod and cone signal to be 30 ms for one subject and 70 ms for another. Rod-cone interaction in a human deuteranope was investigated psychophysically by Kilavik and Kremers (2001) by means of flicker detection thresholds for different combinations of sinusoidal Lcone and rod modulation. The application of a vector addition model to these data indicated a cone-rod signal latency difference of about 26 ms. A similar latency difference was indicated for cone and rod input to macaque ganglion cells in a study by Lee, Smith, Pokorny, and Kremers (1997) . None of these studies had a stated aim of selectively eliciting signals mediated by one or the other rod pathway, but one might reasonably assume that the smaller ($30 ms) and greater ($70 ms) lags reflect the relative delays of fast and slow rod pathways (Sharpe et al., 1989) .
While rod-cone cancellation and rod-rod cancellation demonstrate destructive convergence of signals from different pathways, the site of convergence has not been established. It is not clear how psychophysical and ERG cancellation ties in with the rod-cone interaction described by Gouras and Link (1966) . Recording from primate ganglion cells, they demonstrated that in a given ganglion cell excitation by rod modulation was blocked for at least 30 ms after the onset of cone-mediated excitation. In a recent study, Vö lgyi, Deans, Paul, and Bloomfield (2004) found that for a given location in the mouse retina, some ganglion cells received input exclusively from the slow rod pathway while others received convergent input from the slow rod pathway and one of the other two rod-pathways that are found in the mouse retina. If similar differences are found in primate ganglion cells, it may help clarify the mechanisms of psychophysical and ERG rod-rod flicker cancellation, which is not readily explained under the assumption of a general convergence of the fast and slow rod pathways at the level of the bipolar axon (Stockman et al., 1995) . While the refractory period described by Gouras and Link (1966) may impose a lower limit on the latency difference between cone-and rodmediated responses in a single ganglion cell, the same need not apply to the ERG and VEP, since these may reflect input from cells responding with a wide distribution of relative rod/cone latencies and rod/cone sensitivities. The short cone-rod delay estimated by Kremers and Scholl (2001) in the human ERG (9-32 ms) might, perhaps, only be found in response nulling arising from electrical cancellation rather than from neural cancellation.
Rod input to magnocellular and parvocellular pathways
Recording the response output from individual primate retinal cells (slow S-potentials), Purpura, Kaplan, and Shapley (1988) demonstrated that the characteristic difference in gain for magno and parvo responses to achromatic spatial contrast at photopic light levels is maintained at mesopic luminance levels. Contrast sensitivity dropped in tandem for both cells types as the mean luminance level was lowered into the mesopic range. Upon reaching scotopic light levels, parvo responses were usually indistinguishable from noise. This is sometimes interpreted as reflecting a difference in rod connectivity to magno and parvo pathways. In light of the matching loss in sensitivity for magno and parvo cells, the absence of detectable parvo responses at scotopic light levels may alternatively be ascribed to the limitations in signal detection when recording from single cells.
In other attempts to assess the relative strength of rod and cone inputs to the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways, diffuse heterochromatic flicker has been used to differentiate between cone and rod responses in single cells of macaques (Lee et al., 1997) or marmosets (Kremers, Weiss, Zrenner, & Maurer, 1997) . Psychophysical studies addressing the same issue have been carried out by DÕZmura and Lennie (1986) , Lennie and Fairchild (1994) , Sun, Pokorny, and Smith (2001) and by Benedek et al. (2003) who compared their findings with appropriate VEP data. While some authors concluded that the magnocellular pathway dominates in human scotopic vi-sion, others found that their data indicated functionally significant contributions from the parvocellular pathway.
Since rods do not provide a basis for spectral opponency, parvo responses to mesopic rod modulation, mediated by the fast rod pathway, might be considered analogous to parvo responses for achromatic cone stimulation, with the attendant low sensitivity. Parvo responses to scotopic rod modulation, mediated by the slow rod pathway, might also be expected to have lower gain than corresponding magno responses as a result of the smaller size of the dendritic trees of midget ganglion cells relative to those of parasol cells. A mass response such as the VEP is likely to reflect, in part, the relative numbers of the different types of geniculate cells providing the cortical input. Compared to single-cell recordings, VEPs can therefore be expected to provide a selective amplification of the parvocellular response due to the numerical strength of PC-cells. In amplifying weak parvo output through response summation, VEPs may help determine whether the magno and parvo pathways differ in their connectivity with rods, or whether the loss of demonstrable PC responses in single cells at low-luminance levels is primarily a result of well-established parvo characteristics.
The slow, square-wave temporal modulation used in this study should be ideal for comparing cone-and rod-mediated luminance responses since it provides the high temporal frequencies favored by MC-and PC-cells for achromatic cone modulation (Derrington & Lennie, 1984; Hicks et al., 1983) and by mesopic rod-mediated vision, while avoiding high-frequency attenuation of the most sensitive rod pathway (Conner, 1982; Conner & MacLeod, 1976; Demontis & Cervetto, 2002) .
The contribution of the koniocellular pathway to achromatic flicker VEPs (and presumably to all isochromatic flicker VEPs) is probably small relative to that of the other pathways (Gouras et al., 1993) and is not given further consideration here. In agreement with previous findings (Rudvin et al., 2000) , the results described below suggest a dominant parvo input underlying the photopic slow square-wave-flicker VEP at intermediate and high contrasts.
We will argue that the vigor of the high-contrast scotopic response-always more robust than the saturating photopic MC-cell response-suggests parvo-dominated input at lower luminance levels also. Rod-mediated VEPs were often found to contain two separate highcontrast peaks that would appear to reflect the contributions from the fast and the slow rod pathways. However, it was not possible to identify separate magno contributions to these rod-generated response components. A preliminary account of portions of these data, offering another interpretation, has been presented elsewhere (Rudvin & Valberg, 1999 ).
Methods

Subjects
VEPs were recorded from four subjects who agreed to participate after having had the procedure explained, and the purpose outlined to them. For the two youngest subjects, the parents had given their informed consent. All subjects had normal vision: BEK, female, 25 years; CH, female, 22 years; AF, female, 15 years; JAK, male, 17 years.
Stimuli
For each series of recordings, a 9-deg unpatterned disk was temporally square-wave modulated in luminance at 2 Hz. The stimuli were displayed on a 20 in. Mitsubishi color monitor (MOD. HL7955SFKL), run on stabilized voltage, using stimulus software (VIGRA) to control a dedicated, video card designed and built inhouse. The frame rate was 100 Hz, non-interlaced. Viewing was binocular with natural pupils at a viewing distance of 114 cm. Dark adaptation was achieved using goggles with different neutral density filters. A small fixation mark placed in the center of the stimulus field had to be enlarged substantially at scotopic adaptation levels.
For BEK, achromatic flicker recordings were made at six different luminance levels ranging from scotopic to photopic. For CH, recordings were made at only one, mesopic, luminance level and for AF and JAK at three luminance levels in the photopic/mesopic range. Exploratory tests were carried out on BEK using red/blue heterochromatic luminance flicker.
With one minor exception for red/blue stimulation, the time-averaged luminance was the same for all stimuli in a given recording series; all luminance values are specified in terms of CIE (1924) photopic V k . Contrast values are given in terms of Michelson contrast. In one figure describing heterochromatic (red/blue) VEPs, the contrast values are signed, with a positive sign given to stimuli for which red had the higher luminance. The CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates used were (x, y) = (0.310, 0.325) for white, (x, y) = (0.200, 0.150) for blue, and (x, y) = (0.550, 0.350) for red.
For heterochromatic red/blue stimulation, VEPs were initially recorded at different scotopic intensity ratios without prior determination of rod modulation levels. Similar red/blue intensity ratios were then applied using ND filters with lower density to stimulate at mesopic light levels. Rod modulations for the different red/blue intensity ratios were first estimated based on the assumption of scotopic isoluminance for the intensity ratio that yielded the lowest scotopic VEP response. Rod modulations were subsequently calculated based on the 1951 scotopic luminosity function applied to each CRT gun without, however, taking into account the effect of the monitorÕs dark luminance.
In general, the dark luminance contributes more heavily to the scotopic luminance value of the red color than to the blue color. The scotopic luminance of the red gun alone at maximum DAC input may be only about four to five times greater than the scotopic luminance of the dark screen. In contrast, the scotopic luminance of the blue or green gun alone at maximum DAC input is about 50 times greater than that of the dark screen. Since, in this stimulus series, the luminance of the red color was kept constant at nearly maximum achievable value while the luminance of the blue color was varied, the fact that the dark luminance was not taken into account when calculating the rod modulation values leads to a smaller error than would have been the case if the red color had been varied. However, since the intensity of the blue color varied by a factor of more than 10, the rod contrast at the lowest blue intensities will be somewhat overestimated relative to that at higher blue intensities.
Retinal illuminance was calculated based on a linear interpolation of pupil area vs. log luminance between: 
Recording
VEPs were recorded in a conventional setup with two electrodes attached to the scalp and using the right earlobe as ground. The reference electrode was placed on the forehead with the active electrode 2 cm above the inion (Fpz-Oz). Amplifiers, built in our laboratory for the purpose of recording VEPs had a common mode rejection value of 100 dB. As a rule, the amplification was 50,000 differential. Amplifier filters were normally set to 0.15 Hz (high-pass) and 90 Hz (low-pass). Further digital filtering (low-pass 60 Hz, 24 dB) was carried out off-line if necessary. Analog-to-digital converters and software were from Neuroscan, USA (EEG/Scan). A/ D sampling rate was 1 kHz or higher. One hundred or two hundred sweeps were averaged in each recording while a grand average was typically built from three to six recordings, depending on the signal-to-noise ratio. In the figures, positive voltage is upwards. Zero on the timescale marks the trigger for luminance increment while luminance decrement followed 250 ms later. In most of the figures, the waveforms have been truncated, showing only the response to light increments.
Analysis
Previously, we have described recordings of responses to similar stimuli (photopic, several temporal frequencies) by plotting contrast-latency curves for peaks, or local maxima in the relevant sections of response waveforms. Corresponding C-R curves were given with trough-to-peak or peak-to-trough amplitudes indicating the magnitude of the response. However, such a description fails to account for details in the more complex waveforms. In our recordings using a 9-deg. stimulus, we have consistently seen minor positivities, or shoulders, riding on dominant positive waveforms. Such multiple peaks can be taken to reflect contributions from distinct, but temporally overlapping positive response components. To avoid a subjective, visual estimation of the latency of such shoulders, the latencies of the assumed underlying peaks were estimated by determining the local minima of the second-derivatives of each waveform. Fig. 1 provides a modeled example of this approach. The example provided here (as a sum of Gaussians) demonstrates that compared to the peak of a composite waveform (solid bar), the second-derivative minimum (broken line) closest to this peak may provide a better estimate of the peak latency for the dominant underlying component (waveform 2). Furthermore, the second-derivative minimum can estimate the peak latency of a contributing component (waveform 3) when a visual estimation of this latency is impossible. In the relatively noise-free waveforms of subjects BEK and CH, second-derivative values were derived by differencing the response increment for two adjacent 5 ms intervals while for subjects AF and JAK, it was necessary to use larger intervals (10 ms). Similar intervals (±5 or ±10 ms) were used for identifying points giving second-derivative extrema.
In the description below, the focus is on responses to light increments. Although always smaller than the increment response, the VEP decrement response at photopic light levels was well defined for small and mod- erate contrasts. At the highest contrasts, however, the photopic decrement response was often masked by oscillations following the increment response. Decrement responses were poorly defined in rod-driven VEPs. When rod-driven VEPs were free of oscillations, the decrement response was negligible.
Results
Isolated rod and cone responses
To establish the approximate peak latencies of rod and cone contributions to luminance flicker VEPs, rod-mediated responses were first recorded from BEK at scotopic luminance levels. VEPs recorded at different relative intensities for scotopic red/blue heterochromatic flicker, shown in Fig. 2A , demonstrate the transition from a rod-silencing stimulus yielding a flat VEP to a rod-isolating stimulus (upper trace and lower traces).
The red color (x red = 0.55, y red = 0.35) was maintained at a fixed luminance level (0.006 cd/m 2 , photopic) while the intensity of the blue color (x blue = 0.200, y blue = 0.150) was varied. The photopic luminance contrast for each stimulus is shown to the right of each trace. The VEP response nulls were centered about a relative red/blue intensity corresponding to 67% photopic luminance contrast, which was taken to represent scotopic isoluminance, or the rod isolept. Departures from rod isolept towards a darker blue resulted in a well-defined response following about 230 ms after the transition from dark blue to red (luminance increment for rods). In contrast, an exchange between red and a brighter blue (lower waveforms in Fig. 2A ) yielded complicated, oscillating waveforms with a dominant peak following about 240 ms after the luminance increment for rods (red to brighter blue). VEPs recorded at the rod isolept after raising the red luminance to 0.4 cd/m 2 were also simple ( Fig. 2B ), dominated by a peak 140 ms after the blue/red exchange (photopic luminance increment). No corresponding response was seen for the cone-mediated luminance decrement in this waveform.
The same cone-mediated response is seen in Fig. 3 (bold trace, number four from the top) which shows responses to a series of recordings at the higher, mesopic luminance level. Maintaining the red color fixed at 0.4 cd/m 2 , the intensity of the blue color was altered for each recording. For each response, the photopic luminance contrast is indicated to the left while rod modulation, estimated on the basis of the VEP-derived rod isolept, is given to the right. The sign of each contrast value indicates the direction of the photopic and scotopic intensity step at the exchange from blue to red. The VEP responses at the estimated rod isolept (rod modulation = 0%) and at photopic isoluminance are drawn in bold.
There was reasonably good correspondence between the relative intensity setting that minimized the VEP at scotopic light levels and the rod isolept evaluated by a simple calculation of scotopic rgb luminance values (see Section 2). The calculated rod-modulation values for the different photopic luminance contrast ratios are given in Table 1 along with cone contrasts. Although neither method for calculating rod modulation can be expected to give very accurate values, the correspondence between the two estimates (VEP-derived and rgb-derived) demonstrates an accuracy that was sufficient for the purposes of this work.
As was the case at scotopic light levels, significant departures from the rod isolept led to vigorous oscillations, in particular for increasing blue luminance. A peak developing with increasing (negative) rod contrast dominated the waveform at photopic isoluminance (lower bold trace in Fig. 3 ment for rods at 67% rod modulation) it has no corresponding decrement response. At the other side of the rod isolept (top-most trace in Fig. 3 ), the exchange from dark blue to red (rod-increment) evoked a similar peak, following about 40 ms behind the cone-mediated peak at 140 ms. There was no distinct rod-decrement response at $175 ms but the large late components in the lower four traces may, perhaps, correspond to the rod-driven oscillations seen in Fig. 2 .
Luminance decrements appeared unable to evoke significant responses in either the cone or the rod system at low luminance levels. Furthermore, the conemediated peak in the rod-isolept response appears to depend on a positive luminance step rather than on chromatic modulation; little is left of this peak for the blue/red exchange at photopic isoluminance (lower bold trace). The late oscillations giving peaks at 230 and 320 ms appear to be contingent upon significant rod modulation, or possibly on high S-cone contrast (Gouras et al., 1993) .
Figs. 4-7 show the main positivities, P0, P1, P2, and P3 at different photopic, mesopic, and scotopic luminance levels. P0 will be ascribed to magno-mediated cone inputs and P1 to parvo-mediated cone inputs. It will be argued that P2 and P3, which are slow and fast rod responses, respectively, are likely to reflect parvodominated responses. Figs. 8-11 map the contrast-dependency of their latencies and amplitudes.
Responses to achromatic flicker
Subject BEKÕs responses to 2 Hz achromatic luminance flicker at 25 cd/m 2 mean luminance are shown in Fig. 4A . The increment response is seen as a waveform rising from a baseline or trough at about 70 ms (N0) to a single dominant peak peaking at about 130 ms followed by a trough and a secondary peak. At low contrasts, the most prominent waveform change was an abrupt latency shift in the waveform peak (between 4 and 8% contrast), suggesting a shift in the rela- 2 (as defined by photopic V k ), subject BEK. Numbers to the left of the traces give photopic luminance contrast (Michelson) while the numbers to the right give the estimated rod modulation, identifying the two heavy traces as responses to zero rod contrast (rod isolept) or red/blue photopic isoluminance. The sequence of the abrupt color exchange is indicated above the abscissa. At the rod isolept, a vigorous cone-mediated increment response is seen at about 140 ms. At photopic isoluminance, the rod-increment response is seen at 175 ms.
tive strength of two independently evolving, underlying waveforms identified by an early P0 and a somewhat delayed P1. Fig. 4B presents waveforms for BEKÕs responses when adaptation level was lowered from 25 to 3 cd/ m 2 , resulting in moderate attenuation of response magnitudes but no major waveform modifications. Once again, there was a distinct shift in peak latency at low contrasts (between 8 and 11%), reflecting a P0-P1 transition. P0 can be tracked visually, as a shoulder preceding P1, up to 18 or 25% contrast. For a further drop in luminance from 3 to 0.4 cd/m 2 (Fig. 4C) , the waveforms underwent marked changes. At low contrasts, up to about 20%, a broad positivity or a double-peaked waveform indicated a larger temporal separation between P0 and P1. At about 50% contrast P1 was the only discernible peak. Above 70% a, late peak, P2, appeared as part of a new double-peaked waveform. A similar development was seen in six additional series recorded at adaptation levels in the range of 0.2-0.9 cd/m 2 (not shown). Reducing the adaptation level further, to 0.025 cd/ m 2 , resulted in response attenuation and less distinctive waveforms (Fig. 4D ) which might be described as a main positivity, P2, preceded by a smaller peak or shoulder (P1). For the next step down in luminance, to 0.006 cd/m 2 (Fig. 4E) , the first peak (P2) appeared to represent the dominant waveform followed by a secondary peak (P3) which was sometimes seen as a shoulder on the descending flank of P2. At the lowest luminance level (0.0008 cd/m 2 , bottom) where responses were more variable, the dominant peak would appear to correspond to either P2 or P3 in the waveform series directly above.
Similar VEPs at photopic and mesopic light levels are shown for three other subjects in Figs. 5 and 6. Subjects AF and JAK were tested at 25, 1.3, and 0.4 cd/m 2 while CH (Fig. 5D ) was only tested at 0.4 cd/m 2 . For AF (Figs. 5A-C) and JAK (Figs. 6 A-C), noise levels were relatively high. Even so, there is a hint of the low-contrast P0-P1 transition at the highest luminance level (Figs. 5A and 6A ). For high contrasts, their responses at 1.3 cd/m 2 and 0.4 cd/m 2 (Figs. 5B and C and 6B and C) developed a double peak. For AF and CH high contrasts gave rise to a third, long-latency peak (P3) at about 200 ms (Figs. 5C and D) , resulting in a triplet waveform, most clearly defined in the responses of CH (Fig. 5D) . However, the P3 is absent or more elusive in the responses of subjects BEK and JAK at this luminance level. Our data do not allow an evaluation of the reproducibility of this inter-subject difference.
In Fig. 7 , sample waveforms for the four subjects at 0.4 cd/m 2 have been superimposed for direct comparison. In the upper waveforms-responses to 20% contrast-the peaks do not appear to coincide. In the Table 1 Modulation in photopic luminance, rod absorption, and L-, M-, and S-cone absorption for the stimuli used for the VEPs shown in Fig. 3 Calculated from photopic rgb lum (%) Calculated from scotopic rgb lum (%) Calculated from 1975 Smith and Pokorny fundamentals for each gun (%) For the photopic luminance contrast values in the second column, the luminance of the dark monitor is taken into account, as it is for the calculation of cone modulations (last three columns). Calculations of rod modulation (third column) were based on scotopic luminance values for each CRT gun, and did not take into account the dark luminance. Note that the intensity of the red color was brought down a little for one stimulus setting in order to allow the photopic luminance of the blue color to be given the higher value.
lower waveforms, responses to 100% contrast are compared. Although the relative heights of the waveform peaks are very different, P1 and P2 appear at similar latencies, roughly 135 ms (P1) and 170 ms (P2). The late P3 was characteristic of the high-contrast mesopic response for AF and CH.
Latencies
In previous studies where BEK was tested with a 3-deg stimulus at 25 cd/m 2 (Rudvin et al., 2000) , the low-contrast and high-contrast contributions to the VEP could not be seen as temporally distinct peaks or shoulders. With the somewhat larger field used here, two peaks could be distinguished in her responses, an early component (P0) and a more delayed P1 with the former dominating at low contrasts and the latter at high contrasts (Fig. 4A) . Using the second-derivative to determine the latencies of waveform shoulders, P0 could be tracked for a substantial portion of the low-contrast range. In Fig. 8, P0 and P1 latencies are plotted as a function of contrast along with more delayed peaks in the responses at lower luminance levels.
Open symbols represent the points of maximum curvature as determined by second-derivative minima (see Fig. 1 ) while the solid line plots the conventionally defined waveform peaks (zero crossings of the first derivative).
In BEKÕs responses, P0 advanced as a function of contrast while P1 did not (Figs. 8A and B) . At lower luminance levels, however, the P1 latency curve also developed a negative slope. When mean luminance for BEK was lowered to 0.025 cd/m 2 (Fig. 8D) , the dominant waveform peak shifted from 140 ms (P1) to about 180 ms (P2) with a the shoulder on the rising flank of P2 reflecting P1 (Fig. 4D) . At 0.006 cd/m 2 , the early dominant peak, identified as P2 in Fig. 4E , appears to advance sharply at low contrasts, but less so at high contrasts. P2 is followed by a secondary peak/shoulder designated P3. At 0.0008 cd/m 2 (Fig. 8F ) the latency plot for the peak designated P2 again indicates a sharper phase advance at low contrasts than at higher contrasts. At the lowest two luminance levels, the waveform peak (solid line) is defined by P2 through most of the contrast range and by the more delayed P3 only at 100% contrast. Latency curves for the other three subjects, who were only tested once at each luminance level, are shown in Fig. 9 . The composite P0/P1 peak in the responses of subjects AF and JAK has been labeled P0 below 10% contrast (diamonds in Figs. 9A and B) and P1 above 10% contrast (circles), based on the dip in the latency curve. At a luminance level of 1.3 cd/m 2 (mesopic) a third, late peak, P2, appeared in the waveforms of AF and JAK. These are plotted in Figs. 9C and D, where P2 follows 20-30 ms behind P1. These two peaks (P1 and P2) appear in the high-contrast response at 0.4 cd/ m 2 for all three subjects, separated by 30-40 ms.
Response magnitude
BEKÕs responses at photopic luminance levels (Figs. 4A and B) suggest two independently evolving waveform peaks (P0, P1) with sufficient temporal separation to allow an estimation of amplitudes when referenced to the same initial trough (N0) (Fig. 4) . Given the temporal separation of the three peaks (P0, P1, and P2) in BEKÕs response at 0.4 cd/m 2 (Fig. 4C) , it is possible that they, too, provide a reasonable estimate of underlying waveform components. In Figs. 10A-C, amplitude curves are plotted for P0 (diamonds), P1 (circles), and P2 (triangles), referenced to the conventionally defined trough (N0). The solid curves that nearly coincide with the P1 amplitudes represent the amplitude of the waveform peak (referenced to N0). For responses at lower luminance levels (Figs. 10D-F) , C-R curves are plotted in terms the (conventional) dominant peak, corresponding to either P2 or P3. Due to the higher level of noise in these recordings, the amplitude plots for minor peaks (shoulders) are deemed unreliable.
In the upper two panels of Fig. 10 , BEKÕs amplitude curves for P0 and P1 evolved differently from one another. P1 rose steadily while P0 leveled off at 20% contrasts. At 0.4 cd/m 2 (Fig. 10C ), P0 always remained smaller than P1 while P2 appeared to grow robustly at high contrasts, possibly developing a response magnitude comparable to that of P1. While these plots should reflect the trend of the amplitudes of the underlying response waveforms, the absolute magnitudes are probably overestimated as a result of temporal overlap. Low-contrast gain reduction was not severe for mesopic light levels (Fig. 10C ) but a further drop in luminance resulted in an abrupt reduction of gain at low contrasts and an increase in response threshold. Response attenuation was smaller at high contrasts, however. Contrast-response curves for subjects AF and JAK are given in Fig. 12 , starting with the highest luminance level at the top. Only one amplitude curve, representing the conventional waveform peak, is given in each case since P0 and P1 overlapped more completely than for BEK. For both AF and JAK, the C-R curves at photopic luminance levels (Figs. 11A and B) suggest the presence of a high-gain response at low-contrast, which levels off above 10% (JAK) or 20% (AF) before it is dwarfed by a non-saturating response waveform with a more linear C-R. This development leaves a kink in the C-R curves that matches the discontinuity in the corresponding latency plots (Figs. 9A and B) . As luminance was lowered from the maximum level, the low-contrast gain was attenuated more than the highcontrast gain, resulting in more linear C-R curves at mesopic light levels (Figs. 11E and F) .
Reproducibility of latency measures
Having repeated several of the recording series for BEK in different sessions, the reproducibility of the second-derivative minima latencies could be compared with those of waveform peaks. Repetitions at two different luminance levels are shown in Fig. 12 where latencies for waveform maxima are plotted in the panels on the left and second-derivative minima latencies in the panels to the right. These plots demonstrate that for low-noise recordings, reproducibility is good for both latency measures. The inset in the top left panel shows that the peak latency shift at low contrasts was reproduced in all three sessions while the curves in the top right panel (not inset) indicate that a latency increase between 50 and 70% contrast is a reproducible feature for the second-derivative minimum, P1.
Discussion
Given our limited knowledge of cortical transformations of geniculo-afferent responses, inferences about the precortical origins of VEP components made on the basis of geniculate cell responses along a single response dimension will not be compelling. The link may be more persuasive if correlates can be found between retinal/geniculate and cortical responses along several response dimensions. This appears to be the case for the VEPs described here, most clearly so for the low-noise VEPs of Fig. 6 . Luminance increment VEPs for achromatic, 2 Hz square-wave flicker (9-deg disk, fixed mean luminance), subject JAK; otherwise as in Fig. 4 . subject BEK in whose waveforms an early P0 could be distinguished as distinct from the ubiquitous P1 down to mesopic light levels. At the highest adaptation levels, P1 and the preceding P0 differed from one another in several respects, each of which appears to mirror MC-and PC-cell differences. Distinctive MC or PC characteristics that seem to be reflected in the P0 and P1 components include relative response latencies, contrast gain control, contrast-dependent phase advance and relative numerical strength. Taken together, these suggest that at high contrasts the luminance flicker VEP is, to a large extent mediated by the parvocellular pathway. We will argue that the VEPs presented above indicate that this applies for rod vision as well as for cone vision.
Two rod pathways
The VEPs in Figs. 2 and 3 clearly demonstrate isolated rod and cone-mediated responses. The rod-increment response at scotopic light levels ( Fig. 2A, top trace) was distinct at about 230 ms. The flat VEP at the rod isolept verifies that adaptation is firmly in the scotopic range. Raising the luminance at rod isolept by a factor of about 70 to mesopic light levels gave rise to a clear cone-mediated response at 140 ms (Figs. 2B and 3) . The 175 ms peak at photopic isoluminance (Fig. 3B , lower bold trace) is clearly rod-dependent, being absent at the rod isolept and growing in magnitude with increased rod contrast. Since this luminance level was well above cone threshold, P175 is presumably mediated by the fast, cone-mediated rod pathway rather than by the more sensitive rod pathway which, in general, responds poorly above cone threshold.
For high-contrast achromatic luminance flicker at a similar mesopic luminance level, two corresponding peaks were seen in the VEPs of all four subjects (Fig. 7) , P1 at $140 ms and P2 at $170 ms. Based on and, for comparison, by conventionally defined peaks (solid lines). For the first three luminance levels (A-C), the earliest peak (diamonds) is ascribed to magno/cone input, the second (P1, circles) to parvo/cone input and the third (P2, triangles) mainly to rod input by way of the fast rod pathway. At the two lowest luminance levels (E, F), the last peak (P3, squares) is ascribed to a rod input by way of the slow rod pathway.
the rod-isolating responses shown in Figs. 2 and 3, these can be identified as cone responses (P1) and rod responses (P2). A third peak seen in the high-contrast mesopic responses of AF and CH at 210 ms (P3) is, perhaps, also rod mediated. A 40 ms latency difference for P1 and P2 is in keeping with psychophysical and single-cell estimates of rod-cone lag at mesopic light levels, estimates that vary between 20 and 40 ms. The exact value of this delay will be a function of the relative adaptation levels of rods and cones. This suggests that P2 reflects the response of the fast rod pathway while P3, lagging about 40 ms behind P2, may reflect the response of the slow rod pathway. In rod-rod cancellation, the slow rod signal always lags 33 ms behind the fast rod signal. Only BEK was tested at the lowest luminance levels. Two peaks (P2 and P3) were indicated at the two lowest luminance levels (Figs. 8E and F) , with the P2 latency being more constant at 0.006 cd/m 2 than at 0.0008 cd/ m 2 . At mesopic light levels, the latency of P2 seemed to be particularly susceptible to effects of small changes in mean luminance level (not shown).
Rod-mediated vision in humans has been reported at relatively high levels of retinal illumination (Demontis & Cervetto, 2002; Kremers & Meierkord, 1999; Walters, 1971) . It has also been demonstrated that at least for rod monochromats, rods can generate pattern-appearance VEPs at 25 cd/m 2 (Crognale et al., 1993) . A longlatency rod response might explain the sudden sharp rise in P1 peak latency and amplitude between 90 and 100% contrast in JAKÕs and AFÕs response to achromatic flicker at 25 cd/m 2 (Figs. 9 and 11, top) as well as the contrast-dependent latency increases for BEK at high- . Latency curves as in Fig. 8 , for subjects AF, JAK, and CH. At mesopic light levels (E-G) the earliest peak (P1, circles) is ascribed to parvo/ cone input, and the second peak (P2, triangles) to rod input by way of the fast rod pathway. The third high-contrast peak (P3, squares) may arise from rod input to the slow rod pathway.
contrast (Fig. 8) . Alternatively, a delayed high-contrast component might arise in the koniocellular pathway, as reported by Cottaris and De Valois (1998) and De Valois, Cottaris, Elfar, Mahon, and Wilson (2000) . A contrast-dependent lengthening of latency for a single mechanism finds little support in literature. Most VEP studies that aim to isolate specific pathways report a contrast-dependent shortening of latency as, for example, in the pattern appearance VEPs reported by Rabin et al. (1994) or by Crognale et al. (1993) .
Magno/parvo origins for peaks in the photopic/high mesopic VEP
The relative timing of different peaks in the VEP waveform is often thought to reflect different precortical origins (Baseler & Sutter, 1997; Klistorner et al., 1997) . Timing differences of about 20 ms have been reported for magno and parvo contributions to the photopic VEP (Gouras et al., 1993; Klistorner et al., 1997; Rudvin et al., 2000) . The latency of individual V1 cells will, of course, depend on more than their precortical connectiv- Fig. 8 . The open symbols refer to amplitudes of peaks identified by means of second-derivative minima, referenced to the conventionally defined preceding trough, N0. The solid curves (and filled circles) plot the amplitude of the waveform peak, referenced to N0. In the upper two panels (A, B) the saturating response component indicated by P0 is ascribed to magno/cone input while the second component, P1, is ascribed to parvo/cone input. (C) P2 refers to a more delayed rod component, presumably mediated by the fast rod pathway. The curves in D-F plot trough-to-peak amplitudes of rodmediated VEPs. . Amplitude curves for major peaks in the VEP increment response to 2 Hz achromatic flicker at different luminance levels, subjects AF and JAK, cf. Fig. 9 . All plots refer to the amplitude measured at the waveform peak referenced against the preceding trough. At photopic luminance levels, the amplitude has an initial, saturating portion followed by a more linear slope at intermediate contrasts. The kink at 90% contrasts is ascribed to the intrusion of rod responses.
ity. Recording from individual neurons at various cortical depths in the awake macaque, Maunsell and Gibson (1992) found extensive overlap of response latencies for cells responding to either magnocellular or parvocellular input. So for individual cortical neurons, response latency for a specific stimulus is a poor indicator of its geniculate afferents. However, in the VEP, where the waveform is shaped by the relative response strength of cells contributing at different latencies and with different phasic/sustained indices, the time-to-peak of different VEP components may, perhaps, reflect pathway-specific origins more reliably. In the VEPs presented above, the relative timing of P0 and P1 appears to mirror the shorter response latencies of magnocellular over parvocellular responses in the LGN as found by Maunsell et al. (1999) . In BEKÕs responses at mesopic and photopic light levels, the distinction between P0 and P1 was evident in the low-contrast responses where they contribute to a waveform with a double peak (Fig. 4C) , or a single peak accompanied by a waveform shoulder (Figs. 4A and B) . For JAK and AF (Figs. 5 and 6) , dual peaks were less evident at 25 cd/m 2 but kinks in the latency and amplitude plots around 20% contrast were suggestive of a P0/P1 transition (Figs. 9 and 11, top) . At lower luminance levels, their low-contrast responses were noisier than those of BEK and CH, making it difficult to pinpoint response peaks.
For luminance modulation at low spatial frequencies, the sensitivity of a typical MC-cell is 4-10 times higher that of a typical PC-cell at temporal frequencies higher than about 2 Hz (Derrington & Lennie, 1984; Hicks et al., 1983) . However, due to early MC-cell response saturation the response of MC-cells at 100% contrast may not be significantly greater than that of PC-cells, as indicated by the data of Purpura et al. (1988) . Given the greater number of PC-cells relative to MC-cells projecting to the cortex-a PC/MC ratio of more than eight centrally (Dacey, 1993; Perry, 1982) , perhaps as high as 35 in the fovea (Azzopardi et al., 1999) -the gain of parvo-mediated and magno-mediated contributions to the VEP may be similar despite the MC/PC gain difference for individual precortical cells. By the same reasoning, the parvo contribution to the VEP at high-luminance contrasts may be considerably larger than the magno contribution.
Ascribing a magno-dominated origin to the earlier P0 and a parvo-governed origin to the more delayed P1 is consistent with the earlier saturation of the photopic P0 (Figs. 10 and 11) . In BEKÕs responses, both P1 and P0 have a high gain but contrast-dependent saturation is more severe for P0 for AF the high gain at low contrasts was lost at about 20% contrast, but was resumed for high contrasts (Fig. 11B) . A similar kink was seen in the amplitude plot of JAKÕs photopic responses (Fig. 11A) . The fact that the apparent saturation of the low-contrast response coincides with the minimum in the corresponding latency plots is suggestive of an MC to PC transition.
In BEKÕs VEPs, the P1 amplitude for 100% flicker at 25 cd/m 2 was several times greater than the corresponding P0 amplitude, which had saturated at low contrasts (Fig. 10) . For the other two subjects, the amplitude at 100% contrast was about double that at 20% contrast (Fig. 11) . This would be consistent with the mass response of the many, non-saturating parvo cells swamping the combined response of the sensitive, but more sparse and saturation-prone magno cells.
As seen in Figs. 8A and B for BEK, the latency of P0 advanced with increasing contrast. The corresponding latency curve for P1 developed differently. At the highest adaptation levels the P1 latency slope was either zero or positive. This picture was also seen for AF and JAK at 25 cd/m 2 (Figs. 9A and B) . Numerous studies on primate retinal and geniculate cells have shown a difference in the dynamics of MC-and PC-cell responses to achromatic contrast (Benardete et al., 1992; Kaplan & Benardete, 2001; Lee et al., 1994) . The response phase of MC-cells advances with increasing achromatic contrast, particularly in the con- trast range for which response gain undergoes rapid attenuation. This feature, referred to as temporal contrast gain control, has also been reported by Stromeyer and Martini (2003) for humans when performing tasks believed to rely on the magnocellular pathway. No such phase advance was seen for PC-cell responses to diffuse stimulation (but see Kremers, Silveira, & Kilavik, 2001 ). We are not aware of any reports on contrast-dependent dynamics for either MC-or PC-cell responses at mesopic or scotopic luminance levels. In the VEPs presented above, the contrast-latency curve for P1 changes as the luminance level drops; the latency curve for the dominant peak takes on a more negative slope (Figs. 8  and 9 ). Although this contrast-dependent advance appears similar to that which was seen for P0 at higher luminance levels, the underlying mechanisms may be different. At photopic luminance levels, phase advance in the magnocellular pathway is always accompanied by gain attenuation (Benardete et al., 1992; Lee et al., 1994 Lee et al., , 2000 . This was also the case for the P0 response in the VEPs reported here. However, the increasingly negative latency slopes seen for P1 are not associated with response saturation.
Parvo-mediated rod signals
If the magno/parvo assignment for P0 and P1 is correct, then none of the subsequent response peaks, P2 and P3, can reasonably be ascribed a predominantly magno origin unless cortical transformations dramatically amplify magno-mediated signals at low-luminance levels. This follows from the observation that for any given contrast, the response of a given MC-or PC-cell will be severely attenuated as the adaptation luminance is reduced by three or four log units (Lee, Pokorny, Smith, Martin, & Valberg, 1990; Lee et al., 1997; Purpura et al., 1988) . At low luminance levels, the MC pathway should therefore not give rise to a stronger VEP response than the maximum magno (P0) response at 25 cd/m 2 . Although the P2 amplitude at 0.4 cd/m 2 cannot be measured accurately due to the partial temporal overlap with P1, it seems to be considerably larger than the highest estimate of P0 at 25 cd/m 2 (Fig. 10 ). Even at scotopic light levels, the amplitude of the high-contrast response is greater than that of the maximum photopic or mesopic P0.
For the VEPs described here, this leads to the conclusion that the high-contrast response is parvo-dominated at all luminance levels, i.e., the parvocellular pathway transmits most of the high-contrast VEP signal whether it is generated by cones or rods. This conclusion is consistent with the geniculate S-potential recordings reported by Purpura et al. (1988) , in which the contrast gain of MC-and PC-cells was affected equally by a reduction in luminance level spanning nearly four log units. When the parvocellular response fell below noise level at scotopic luminance levels, this was taken to reflect the lower sensitivity of PC-cells, and does not imply that there is any difference in rod connectivity to the MC-and PCcell networks. While S-potentials may fail to detect weak retinal input reliably (Reid & Usrey, 2004) , VEPs appear to be a sensitive tool for detecting weak parvo activation.
One of the few single-cell studies specifically aimed at determining the relative strength of rod and cone input to the MC and PC pathways in the macaque was carried out by Lee et al. (1997) . Their data allows a comparison of rod-driven flicker responses with cone-driven responses to diffuse, isochromatic luminance modulation, seen in Figs. 2 and 8 of their paper for PC-and MC-cells, respectively. Since rod vision cannot take advantage of spectral opponency in the parvo pathway, it is of greater interest to compare parvo-mediated responses to rod modulation with parvo-mediated responses for achromatic, rather than chromatic cone modulation. The relative PC/MC signal strength for the rod-driven response at 2 td (rod dominance) in the above-mentioned study was no lower, perhaps even higher, than the relative PC/MC signal strength for the cone-driven response at 200 Td (cone dominance) when using a relative diode phase of zero degrees (isochromatic stimulus). This is consistent with the magno and parvo pathways having similar rod connectivity. There does not appear to be any means by which the rod to cone to conebipolar pathway can selectively feed MC cells since all cones contact both diffuse bipolars and midget bipolars. While it is conceivable that a postulated rod-OFF-bipolar pathway could provide selective input to the magnocellular pathway, there is no evidence suggesting such a scenario. Nor does the slow rod pathway appear to have selective MC-cell connectivity. In histological studies the AII amacrine cells mediating the responses of rod-bipolars have been shown to contact cells in both the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways (Grü nert, 1998) . With non-selective AII-input to the MC and PC pathways, a high MC/PC contrast gain ratio might be expected for single cells at low scotopic vision as a result of greater convergence of AII-mediated rod-bipolar signals on the larger dendritic trees of MC-cells.
Significant rod input to PC-cells has been demonstrated in dichromatic New World primates Weiss, Kremers, & Maurer, 1998; Yeh et al., 1995) . Due to the absence of one of the L/M photoreceptors, it is more straightforward to determine the strength of rod input to PC-cells in these dichromatic species than in trichromats. Except for issues directly relating to their pigment assortment, the visual system of these animals is believed to resemble that of trichromatic primates. There does not appear to be any indication that the pattern of retinal wiring is significantly different in these animals compared to Old World primates.
Human psychophysics also provides evidence for parvocellular participation in primate rod vision. Although the mechanisms are not yet fully understood, rod influence on human hue perception indicates significant rod input to non-magno pathways in humans (Buck, 2001; Buck, Knight, & Bechtold, 2000; McKee, McCann, & Benton, 1977; Stabell & Stabell, 1973 . Studies of spatial vision at scotopic light levels have also indicated that PC-cells participate in rod vision. Lennie and Fairchild (1994) have demonstrated that MC-cell sampling of the retina is too sparse to account for the spatial resolution of human rod vision, indicating parvocellular participation in scotopic spatial vision. Another study on low-luminance spatial vision combined psychophysical test with electrophysiology. Benedek et al. (2003) measured dynamic contrast sensitivity as well as reversal VEPs for different spatial frequencies. Both methods demonstrated a selective loss in sensitivity at the higher spatial frequencies. Rather than being indicative of a shift towards magno-dominance, this may reflect a transition from retinal sampling limited by the fine PC-cell mosaic to the somewhat coarser sampling by AII amacrine cells (Mills & Massey, 1999; Wässle et al., 1995) .
Conclusion
Compared to single cell-responses, VEPs may emphasize parvocellular activity over magnocellular as a result of their numerical strength. Consequently, the VEP appears to be capable of tracking parvocellular activity down to very low activation levels. The VEPs described above for achromatic flicker add to the body of physiological and psychophysical evidence indicating a significant role for the parvocellular pathway in rod vision.
We have further demonstrated that rod-driven VEPs can be elicited from each of the two (slow and fast) rod pathways, separately or together, using uniform flicker. When evoked together, these pathway specific responses are separated by about 40 ms. At mesopic light levels, the faster of the two (P2) has a peak latency about 40 ms longer than a parvo-mediated cone-generated VEP.
Our data suggest that high-contrast photopic luminance flicker introduces an additional, more delayed response component. The most obvious explanation would appear to be that this arises from a less sensitive, non-saturating response. Either a rod response or a koniocellular pathway response might fit the bill. Since a similar high-contrast latency increase is rarely encountered in VEP literature, it may be associated with effects of stray light which would be more strongly modulated for diffuse flicker stimulation in a dark surround than for typical pattern stimulation paradigms.
For one subject with low-noise responses to low-contrast mesopic stimulation, separate magno and parvo contributions were more distinct in cone-generated response components at mesopic light levels than at photopic light levels (Fig. 4) . With the goal of achieving a similar effect more consistently in other subjects at mesopic light levels, one might attempt to delay the rod response even further relative to the cone response. This might be achieved by using a red stimulus and reducing the pupil size, taking advantage of the StilesCrawford effect to boost the relative adaptation level of the cones.
